
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
information security analyst senior. We appreciate you taking the time to review
the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the
qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for information security analyst senior

Will be the primary POC contact for Enterprise Cyber Security Operations
during shift hours
Will be responsible for working with Global IT Client Services team members
to mitigate end user security incidents during shift hours
Will create, assign to the correct IT support team and oversee resolution of
Service Now tickets for any identified cyber security incidents or potential
incidents and
Will monitor Microsoft Exchange EOP/ATP alerts and emails from end users
to resolve any email issues
Will monitor and respond to alerts from Hitachi Vantara Advanced Threat
Protection solution and mitigate any security threats identified
Attend weekly team staff meeting each Monday at 10am MST over
teleconference and occasional other other hour meetings or support
Develop and execute security controls, defenses and countermeasures to
intercept and prevent internal or external attacks or attempts to infiltrate
company email, data, e-commerce and web-based systems
Recommend and implement changes to enhance systems security and
prevent unauthorized access and administer security policies to control
physical and virtual access to systems
Monitor and research new and emerging threats to preemptively eliminate
the possibility of system breach

Example of Information Security Analyst Senior Job
Description
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Qualifications for information security analyst senior

Strong analytical and critical thinking skills English skills at an intermediate to
advanced level (both written and spoken) with strong communication skills
are a must
Must be able to manage own personal performance, with a highly action
orientation attitude and able to resolve complex problems
Must have experience in partnering with another business groups, L3,
engineers and a wide range of stakeholders
GSEC, GCIH, GCIA, GNFA, SANS certifications are preferred
McAfee Certified Product Specialist SIEM certification or its equivalent in
experience is a strong plus
Certified Ethical Hacker knowledge is a strong plus


